structural formula of compound shown activity of antagonist by continuation of study of capsaicin receptor antagonist which has been progressed in the laboratory in the meantime.
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Structure–Activity Relationship Study of Asiatic Acid Derivatives for New Wound Healing Agent

Jew SangSup[a], Lim DooYeon[a], Park SunYoung[a], Suh SungKi[a], Nam TaeKyu[a], Kim SoYeon[c], Kim DongSun[b], Cha KyungHoe[b], Park EunHee[c], Son DongWhan[d], Kim SangGun[a], Park HyeungGeun[a]

[a]Seoul National University;[b]Dong Kook Pharm.;[c]Sookmyung Womans University;[d]Wonkwang University

Centella asiatica is an herbal plant used on different continents by diverse ancient cultures and tribal groups. Historically, the extract has been used as a wound healing agent. The extract has three different triterpenoid ingredients: asiaticoside, asiatic acid, and madecassic acid. It has been reported that its wound healing activity is associated with the modulation of collagen synthesis in the skin dermis. The wound healing property of the extract has led to its commercial introduction under the trade name, Madecassol. As part of our program toward the development of new wound healing agents, structure activity relationship (SAR) studies have been performed by modifying asiatic acid. In this communication, the SAR study of asiatic acid for the development of an efficient wound healing agent is reported.
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The versatile conversion of lactam to the α-alkylated amines via cyclic N,O-acetal TMS ether

Suh YoungGer, Kim SeokHoO, Jung JaeKyung, Shin DongYun, Lee Dosang, Baek SeungMann

College of Pharmacy, Seoul National University

As a part of our continuing studies directed toward the synthesis of the medium to macro lactam alkaloids, we have been interested in the versatile functionalization of the lactam carbonyl. Synthetic routes involving cyclic N-acyliminium ions are generally useful strategies that have been applied for a wide variety of synthetic transformation. Especially, the use of α-alkoxy azacycles as precursors to cyclic N-acyliminium ions was well reviewed. Despite significant progress made in preparation of these intermediate, however, most of these methods have a limitation that it is applicable only to the 5 or 6-membered azacycles, and rarely 7-membered azacycle. In fact, the synthesis of the medium to large sized α-alkoxy azacyle from the corresponding lactam has not been successful due to the considerable difficulty in manipulation of their lactam functionality and the instability of the reaction intermediate. In light of the result that aluminum alkoxide of hemiacetal prepared by DiBAL reduction of esters is more stable than the free hemiacetal, we were able to reduce the medium-sized lactam without lactam ring-opening and trap the resulting N,O-hemiacetal. We herein report a novel and versatile method for the preparation of the stable N,O-acetal TMS ether as an excellent precursor of cyclic acyliminium ions. Moreover, the facile nucleophilic additions of various carbon nucleophiles to the resulting N,O-acetal TMS ether in the presence of the Lewis acid are also reported.
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Synthesis of Indeno[1.2-c]indenoisoquinoline Derivatives as Potential Topoisomerase I Inhibitors

Le Manh QuynhO, Le Nguyen Thanh, Gang SeongGyoung, Chung ByungHo, Cho WonJea

College of Pharmacy, Chonnam National University

During the research for the development of antitumor agents, we found the 3-aryl isoquinoline derivatives exhibited potent cytotoxicity against human tumor cell lines. For extending our study on these compounds, indeno[1.2-c]isoquinolines were chosen as the next research target due to previous studied data of the compounds that showed potent topoisomerase I inhibition activity as well as cytotoxicity against many kinds of tumor cell lines. Retrosynthetic consideration of indeno[1.2-c]isoquinolines indicates that the coupling of o-